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Aircraft icing is an important and complex problem. Small unmanned aerial systems
are becoming increasingly common in high quality operations. The hazards of icing
on these smaller aircraft are significant and primarily unexplored. The need for
greater understanding of accretion physics at low speeds and low altitudes is obvious
when considering the ways in which icing models for manned aircraft are unsuited
for small UAS. Cylinder models are incredibly useful in that the stagnation region
has the highest amount of geometry change due to ice and has the highest rate of
heat transfer. Current numerical tools are not verified under low velocities. The icing
model developed is be suited for UAS using analytic methods suited for low velocities
and empirically derived heat flux relations. Experimental heat transfer tests were
done to support accretion model. Flight testing was used to gather atmospheric
data in low altitude icing conditions, gain qualitative data on ice accretion, and to
investigate heat flux at the low velocity range.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Aircraft icing is a significant hazard for manned aircraft. Between 1998 and 2009,
more than 510 icing accidents were reported. [6] In regions with supercooled large
droplet (SLD) conditions, the hazards are more significant. In the more severe cases
lift has been shown to decrease 35% and drag increase up to 230%, resulting in
severe L/D degradation. [7] As unmanned aircraft begin to fill the roles for many
flight needs, the impact of icing on unmanned aircraft (UA) needs to be explored.
Balloons (both tethered and untethered) have been the primary tool for studying
weather systems. Stationary towers, radar, and manned aircraft are also utilized
for weather sensing. Each of these systems have their drawbacks, however. More
recently, unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) have been used for weather research in a
few different capacities. In this and other roles, UAS and their smaller counterparts,
SUAS or small unmanned aircraft systems, are much more likely to encounter icing
conditions.
While the icing problem has been considered extensively for manned aircraft, the
key physical parameters that define ice accretion are vastly different in the UAS realm.
The trajectory of droplets are moving in a significantly lower velocity, the wing is at a
smaller scale, and the heat flux properties do not follow the assumptions in established
icing models. The need for greater understanding of accretion physics at low speeds
and low altitudes is obvious when considering the ways in which icing models for
manned aircraft are unsuited for small UAS. Cylinder models are incredibly useful in
that the stagnation region has the highest amount of geometry change due to ice and
1
Figure 1.1: Ice accreted on one of Oklahoma State’s UAS on a routine test flight.
has the highest rate of heat transfer.
An example of an unexpected icing event on a small research UA is shown in
Figure 1.1. This occurred on a routine flight test at OSU in VFR (visual flight rules)
or VMC (visual meteorological conditions) near freezing, but with a low ceiling. SUAS
are usually incapable of supporting anti-icing systems and may be required to fly in
hazardous icing regions. This presents a straightforward subject for investigation.
Ice accretion prediction for UAS scale airfoil and UAS flight conditions. In order to
further focus the problem, the icing problem considered here will be limited to the
stagnation region.
Numerical tools for icing research are vastly important, simply because of the fact
that icing conditions are difficult to reproduce experimentally. Simulation methods
contribute to icing knowledge as well as aid in test design and experimental valida-
tion. Continuing with the focus of the other methods, the simulation algorithms will
generate ice accretion predictions. Icing accretion codes developed at NASA Lewis
consider environmental conditions that may be experienced in flight and attempt
to predict the growth of ice on aerodynamic surfaces. Current numerical tools are
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not verified under low velocities. The icing model developed is be suited for UAS
using analytical methods suited for low velocities and empirically derived heat flux
relations. Computational fluid dynamics codes have been used moderately in icing
studies. However, in most cases these are limited to effects of aircraft performance
after ice growth. Accretion codes in which the physics models are able to explored
and edited are optimal for this study.
Flight testing was used to gather atmospheric data in low altitude icing conditions,
gain qualitative data on ice accretion, and to investigate heat flux at the low velocity
range. The sensor suite includes instrumentation that can be easily used for the
UAS. This remains along the lines of a variety of systems used to monitor weather
and sample the atmosphere. These measurements build atmospheric knowledge and
allow for aircraft icing studies.
1.1 Goals and Objectives
1.1.1 Goals
The primary goal of this research is to accurately model ice accretion on a cylin-
der under expected SUAS conditions. The smaller goals within this statement are
identifying SUAS icing conditions and building the accretion model. These goals can
be examined within the existing breadth of icing prediction capability. The compo-
sition of goals is described in Figure 1.2. The atmospheric condition identification
correspond best with forecasting research on winter weather and icing flight test stud-
ies. This will take the form of an Observing System Simulation Experiment, OSSE.
Model development corresponds with a vast body of knowledge on accretion models,
the items on the right in blue. This second goal is responsible for the most complex
and significant work done in this study.
The chord length and velocity are both well below what has been seen in past
icing studies. The impact of low Reynolds on the icing flow field will be investigated
3
Figure 1.2: Goals identified in the larger spectrum of icing research.
with a range of temperatures, and liquid water content values, especially those that
correspond with results from simulations used for forecasting or OSSEs.
1.1.2 Objectives
The first set of objectives contribute to identifying atmospheric conditions. These are:
1)Investigate the use of CM1, an atmospheric numerical model, for icing conditions in
weather systems, and 2)Complete a SUAS flight test campaign to get environmental
data at times of ice accretion. The main foray into simulating SUAS icing at low
altitude will use the parameters of the test vehicle at cruise conditions and the icing
times indicated by the CM1 investigation.
The second set of objectives all lead to building an accretion model capable of
predicting SUAS icing conditions on a cylinder, Figure 1.3. These are 1)Evaluate
NASA’s LEWICE model for SUAS parameters with both cylinder and airfoil geome-
4
Figure 1.3: Model objectives and logical flow.
try, 2)Model droplet trajectories for low velocities, 3) Experimentally determine cylin-
der heat flux under the study’s parameters, 4) Build accretion model using droplet
trajectories, heat flux behavior, and the system’s heat balance.
1.2 Outline
This paper will first review the extensive past research on aircraft icing including icing
research systems, icing cloud environments, aerodynamic impacts of icing, NASA’s
LEWICE, cylinder icing models, cylindrical heat transfer studies, and icing flight
tests. The analytic and numerical methodology of the cylinder accretion model and
CM1 will be explained. Then, the experimental methods are reviewed for the heat
transfer experiment and the flight campaign. The next two sections present the results
for the experiments and the numerical model. Lastly conclusions will be drawn from
behavioral trends and physical realizations, and recommendations will made for future
research.
5
center
Figure 1.4: T physical phenomena occurring during icing makes it a difficult problem
to solve [4]
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CHAPTER 2
Previous Work
This literature review first investigates the broad aspects of the icing problem before
focusing on the specific research leading to cylinder icing models.
2.1 Icing Cloud Environment
Thunderstorms and their associated weather are one of the most dangerous aviation
hazards for aircraft. [11] Regulations currently require aircraft to be capable safe flight
in an icing envelope defined in Appendix C of FAR 25. Aircraft must be certified to
fly in stratus clouds with droplet diameters up to 40 micrometers and cumulus-type
clouds with droplet diameters up to 50 micrometers. Stratus clouds have icing layers
only in vertical thickness of 3,000 ft. Lake-effect stratus clouds have high LWC and
are most common above the Great Lakes region. Cumulus clouds have horizontally
narrow but vertically long icing regions. Figure 2.1 shows a representation of the
clouds described.
Thunderstorms are also classified under the cumulus categories and can have extreme
icing hazards in the thunderhead anvils. Orographic and wave clouds may have high
LWC and can result in icing events with high exposure times. Cirrus clouds at high
cold altitudes consist of ice particles but may be dangerous if ice particles melt and
refreeze on aerodynamic surfaces.
Generally, the average size of cloud water droplets is 20 micrometers and are small
enough to maintain altitude from small air currents. The tops of clouds often have the
most LWC and therefore are most likely to incur significant icing. [15] In cloud icing
7
Figure 2.1: Stratus and cumulus cloud forms where stratus forms are on the left and
cumulus are represented on the right. [5]
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is the common form of aircraft icing though advancing fronts can generate enough
moisture to create an icing hazard. Supercooled large drops make up about 5% of
the drop found in the atmospheric layer between 10 m and 200 m. For this level of
study, it will be assumed that the icing clouds maintain the average droplet size of
20 micrometers.
Accretion characteristics are driven by particle impingement and fluid flow around
the airfoil. Two dimensionless parameters, Weber number and Reynolds number, help
focus these factors for the chosen environment.
We = (ρwV
2ld)/σ (2.1)
Re = (ρaV lc)/µ (2.2)
Experimental data from past studies will be used to help verify the simulations. The
experimental studies chosen have characteristics closest to the range of Weber and
Reynolds numbers expected in UAS icing, 0.2(106)- 0.5(106) and 0.3 (106)- 0 0.8(106)
respectively.
2.1.1 Icing research systems
Icing forecasts have become increasingly sophisticated in the recent years with cloud
microphysics models. These aim to predict the probability of icing occurrences and
the resultant icing severity. The forecast icing potential (FIP) algorithm, originally
developed by NCAR under the FAA, uses decision trees and fuzzy logic to integrate
variables. Most commonly, the primary variable is liquid water content (LWC); other
variants of the algorithm use temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH). [6] The
models predict icing severity over geographically large areas and icing in levels of
severity rather than icing conditions in specific weather systems. An example is shown
in Figure 2.2. NCAR’s CM1 program is a numerical model that simulates specific
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weather systems. This will provide the atmospheric conditions that the aircraft will
see in its flight through the system.
A number of systems have been proposed to use both manned and unmanned
aircraft for atmospheric measurements.Balloons (both tethered and untethered) have
been the primary tool for studying these systems. Stationary towers, radar, and
manned aircraft are also utilized for weather sensing. Each of these systems have
their drawbacks, however. More recently, UAS have been used for weather research
in a few different capacities. The University of Colorado at Boulder has character-
ized the guidance for a storm penetrating UAS. They used grids of storm data and
created guidance profiles and mission profiles to create safe routes for significant data
acquisition.
2.1.2 Flight Test Studies
There have been a set of significant icing flight test studies that have been able to gain
insight into the conditions that create ice accretion on manned aircraft. The flight
test campaigns let by Politovich were able to characterize a range of icing conditions
as well as examine for the resultant performance degradation effects [7] [16].
Table 2.1 lists the required atmospheric data and the instrumentation usually
found on manned icing research aircraft.[7] Heated wires are often used to derive
LWC values. The King probe is a commonly used hot wire for icing and LWC mea-
surements; it maintains a constant temperature and the liquid content is determined
from the amount of current needed. Upon investigation of the optical probe, a hot
wire LWC sensor may be added to the aircraft’s sensor suite.
2.2 Aerodynamic Impact of Icing
There has been a substantial amount of work done in studying the impact of icing on
manned aircraft. As icing accumulates on a wing, the airfoil shape is altered and the
10
Figure 2.2: Icing severity from a simplified version of the FIP [6].
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of an icing flight including atmospheric condition. [7]
Table 2.1: Data Requirements
Data Standard Sensors
Pressure Altitude Rosemount pressure sensor
Airspeed Pitot
Temperature Reverse-flow temperature probe
Dew Point Cooled mirror
LWC Hot Wire or FSSP
MVD PMS or FSSP
Video of Wing Camera
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Figure 2.4: Aerodynamic effects for different icing classifications. [2]
aerodynamic properties are changed. Though ice accretion can form in a variety of
locations, shapes, and volumes, most may be roughly classified as one of the following
categories: roughness ice, horn ice, streamwise ice, and spanwise ridge ice. Each of
these classifications has a different geometric pattern and aerodynamic impact. [17]
Figure 2.4 provides a map of the geometric footprint and resulting aerodynamic effect
and of these various classifications.
Each icing encounter has a unique resultant structure based on exposure time,
flight characteristics, and meteorological environment. The classifications attempt
to group similar base geometric patterns and formation characteristics. Roughness
icing occurs under low exposure times and consists of rough ice coating along the
leading edge of the wing without significantly changing the airfoil shape. It may
be characterized by height, density, and location on the airfoil. Figure 2.5 shows in
example of roughness icing produced in NASA’s Icing Research Tunnel (IRT). [8]
The rough structure is larger than the local boundary layer and creates separated
flow regions. The scale of the roughness elements is such that the flow separation is
3-D and is dependent on each roughness element. The roughness icing group results
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Figure 2.5: Airfoil section with an example of roughness icing. [8]
in increased skin friction and early trailing edge separation.
Horn ice occurs under glaze ice conditions which occurs at temperatures near
freezing, high flight velocity, and high water content. [2] This will often will result
after roughness icing if the aircraft continues to be exposed to the icing environment.
[8] The horn ice accumulates on the upper and lower surfaces of the leading edge
and can be characterized by height, location, length, and the angle with respect to
chord. Figure 2.6 shows an example of horn ice accumulation. The horn ice changes
the airfoil shape severely enough to move the stagnation point onto the ice shape. A
large separation bubble forms downstream of the horn. The transitioned turbulent
flow usually reattaches to the surface of the airfoil. The separation bubble changes
the pressure distribution and results in decreased lift, altered pitching moment and
stall characteristics, and significant increase in drag.
Rime ice, an opaque ice that forms at low temperatures and low water content,
results in streamwise ice geometry. The accretion volume is usually slight with the
ice forming along the contour, though in some large accretion volumes a structure
like the horn ice may occur. Streamwise ice has the smallest aerodynamic effect after
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Figure 2.6: Airfoil section with an example of horn icing and the corresponding 2D
crosssection. [8]
minor roughness icing cases. Even when horn-like structures occurs, the separation
bubbles tend to be much smaller than horn ice. The aerodynamic effects are similar
to that of roughness ice. Figure 2.7 shows streamwise ice formed in the IRT.
Spanwise-ridge ice has the most significant aerodynamic effect of the four groups.
These tend to occur when de-icing mechanisms cannot cope with large volumes of ice.
The structures form downstream of the leading edge, further back than streamwise or
horn ice. The ice structure may be characterized by size, location, and geometry. A
large separation bubble forms downstream of the ridge as well as an additional bubble
upstream of the ridge. The separated flow results in lift degradation, increased drag,
and altered stall effects. Fig 2.8 shows icing characteristic of spanwise ridge icing.
The leading edge was heated during the accretion run.
Spanwise-ridge icing may occur in icing clouds of all droplet sizes, but is usually
associated with SLD icing conditions. As discussed earlier, the dangers of SLD lie
in large accretion amounts. The volume tends to be large a result of droplet volume
and the relatively high temperatures. Unlike rime icing, the droplets to not freeze on
15
Figure 2.7: Airfoil section with an example of streamwise icing and the corresponding
2D cross section. [8]
Figure 2.8: Airfoil section with an example of spanwise-ridge icing and the corre-
sponding 2D crosssection. [8]
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impact but travel further down the airfoil.
It is not expected the icing structures in this study will fit will into any of these
four categories. Though spanwise-ridge icing is known to occur with SLD, it gets its
characteristic shape from the presence of de-icing mechanisms. This study will explore
the the effects upon platforms without de-icing mechanisms. The structure resultant
from streamwise is also improbable since formation comes immediate freezing upon
droplet impingement at very cold temperatures. At low exposure times, it is likely
that roughness icing will occur. It is the most general of classifications are merely
requires that enough ice be on the airfoil to create separated flow areas. It is possible
that horn-like structures may occur because of the large accumulation volume and
near-freezing temperatures. The make up of an icing cloud associated with glaze
icing, however, differs from a SLD cloud. Small diameter droplets at high LWC will
have different impingement characteristics from large diameter droplets at moderate
LWC. The methods that have been used to characterize the icing geometry will be
important in mapping the geometries found in the study and the likely aerodynamic
effects.
2.3 Ice Accretion Models
NASA’s ice accretion program, LEWICE, is a staple in icing research, is reasonably
easy to use, and has a high number of experimental comparisons available in liter-
ature. The two-dimensional code calculates the flow field around an aircraft body,
droplet impacts, freezing ratios, and ice shapes within a given time. [18] The three-
dimensional code, LEWICE3D, uses a three-dimensional fluid flow and trajectory
analysis model coupled with a two-dimensional ice growth model. The results of an
accretion simulation study comparing LEWICE with another model, ONERA, are
shown in Figure 2.9.
NASA has undergone extensive studies for ice accretion with the Lewis Icing
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Figure 2.9: Computation simulation results. [2]
Research Tunnel, including studies simulating icing on a general aviation aircraft [1].
This study was chosen because the conditions run for this general aviation study are
approaching the type of glaze icing conditions anticipated for UAS icing. In order
to gain a greater understanding of accretion behavior simulated with LEWICE, it is
compared with tunnel experiments under set conditions. Figure 2.10 shows the results
of the simulation at full accretion time compared to the icing tunnel experimental
results. Table 2.2 outlines the conditions set for the icing tunnel and used in the
LEWICE simulation.
The predicted geometry was able to get the general size of the upper horn and
the length of the lower horn. Though the simulation does err in the thickness across
the stagnation line, the geometry is impressively close considering the significant flow
field complexities with the existing horns. The size and velocity of this study is still
more than half of the upper limit of that expected for SUAS.
2.4 Cylinder Accretion Models
”The icing of a cylinder is a unifying theme in icing research because it represents a
simple, well-defined icing problem for which a solution can be used to predict icing
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Figure 2.10: LEWICE icing simulation for a general aviation aircraft compared to
past experimental study in an icing tunnel. Red line represents the simulation of the
final ice accretion.
Table 2.2: General Aviation Experimental Icing Conditions[1]
Static Temperature 268 K
Velocity 66.9 m/s
AOA 0.3 deg
LWC 0.54 g/m3
MVD 20 um
Spray time 22.5 min
Chord 90 cm
We 1,450,000
Re 3,240,000
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in more complex situations [19].” Considering cylinder icing allows the base physics
to drive the model in the unexplored SUAS regime. A cylinder icing model is built
of two main parts, droplet flowfield and the heat balance. The second of which has a
wide variety of established approaches and is more likely is present problems at SUAS
velocities. Lozowski et. al developed a comprehensive model that discusses but of
these components[19].
The work done in the 1940s by Langmuir and Blodgett on droplet trajectories
have been repeatedly verified and implemented in icing models [9]. Theoretical curves
were generated by a differential analyzer for a range of conditions. The trajectory
calculation is based on deviations from Stokes Law, which means that there should
be no decrease in accuracy because of low velocity. The analyzer assumes that the
droplet field consists of droplets of uniform size. Atmospheric parameters, flight
velocity, and cylinder size are used to calculate Reynolds number, drag coefficient,
and K, a non-dimensional coefficient developed by Langmuir et al. [9]. These are used
to calculate collection efficiency at the stagnation line B0, total efficiency Em, and
maximum collection angle θM . Figure 3.3 shows the curves generated for stagnation
line collection efficiency, a value immediately useful for characterizing the accretion
at a certain set of parameters. This work also describes geometric relations which
may be used to expand of the values for the differential analyzer. This will be further
discussed in the Numerical Methodology section.
Hansman et al. in 1992 did an experimental cylinder accretion study. This was
done with velocity ranges from 67 m/s to 89 m/s and it horn shapes during wet ice
accretion on the 2in cylinder. Additionally it was shown that the wet or glaze ice
was most common close to the stagnation point [20]. Another experimental study
was done by Lozowski on a smaller cylinder which showed distinctive runback but
without clear horn shapes, [3].
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Figure 2.11: Set of curves for stagnation line efficiency generated by the DA used by
Langmuir et. al. [9].
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Figure 2.12: The ice accretion shapes used for heat transfer analysis. [10]
2.4.1 Heat Transfer
It is apparent that the icing models are heavily subject to changes with changes in
heat transfer distribution. Stagnation region heat transfer with variable roughness
is a difficult problem to address. Past experimental studies provide insight into the
heat transfer coefficient study presented in this dissertation. Dukhan et al. were able
to get consistent results in measuring heat transfer on ice roughened surfaces. As
roughness is increased, there is greater heat transfer up to a certain level. Past a
certain critical roughness however, heat transfer no longer changes [21]. Van Fossen
et al. investigated the heat transfer distribution for a small cylinder in the NASA
Lewis Icing Research Tunnel with different ice accretion shapes on the cylinder [10].
The accretion shapes use for the study are shown in Figure 2.12.
The heat transfer distributions for the cylinder and the cylinder with some accre-
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Figure 2.13: The heat transfer distribution results for a plain cylinder and a cylinder
with a 2 min ice accretion. [10]
tion. The study found for both cases that with surface roughness the Nusselt number
increases with angle past the stagnation point. For both the smooth cylinder and
the ice shape without roughness heat transfer decreases slightly past stagnation point
following the shape of the exact solution [10].
The specific parameters of the study had too high a Reynolds number and two
significant a roughness for the heat transfer coefficients to be directly applicable to
UAS. Newton et al. later did a heat transfer study on an airfoil mounted on the top
of an aircraft, shown in Figure 2.14 [11]. The heat transfer gauge used for this study
is a wing section mounted vertically on the top of the aircraft, in order that the sensor
remain in clean airflow. The free stream turbulence in flight (<0.1%) is lower than
that experienced in a wind tunnel(around 0.5%) , especially of NASA’s icing research
tunnel during spray (around 2%).
The heat flux gauges were of the same basic format as in the Fossen test though
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Figure 2.14: Heat transfer gauge as it was mounted on the airframe for heat flux
measurements. [11]
distributed across the front of the airfoil. Figure 2.15 shows the cross section of an
airfoil used for heat transfer measurements in NASA flight test.
The flight campaign consisted of flights at night to avoid heating from the sun,
with different configurations of roughness. Figures 2.16 through 2.19 show the heat
transfer distribution results at a few different roughness patterns. The heat transfer
is presented as Frossling number, Fr = Nu/
√
Re, in this case the Reynolds number
is a function of airfoil chord.
The results show that the heat transfer is at maximum at the stagnation point as
would be expected. The Fossen study however showed that this distribution changes
with roughness, this does not show in the Newton results until maximum roughness
[10]. Even at high roughness the stagnation region’s heat transfer is still dominated
at the stagnation point. This could be due to the changes in flow from a cylinder to
an airfoil, or simply a difference in the quantity of sensors in the stagnation region
of the airfoil. In Achenbach’s work, local heat transfer results on a cylinder were
able to be be fit into functional relationships dependent on Reynolds number and
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Figure 2.15: Layout of heat flux gauges inlaid into a NACA-0012 in the Newton study
[11].
Figure 2.16: Heat transfer distribution for the smooth wing section at zero angle of
attack[11].
Figure 2.17: Heat transfer distribution for the wing section with leading edge rough-
ness at zero angle of attack[11].
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Figure 2.18: Heat transfer distribution for the wing section with sparse roughness at
zero angle of attack[11].
Figure 2.19: Heat transfer distribution for the wing section with dense roughness at
zero angle of attack [11].
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Figure 2.20: Heat transfer distributions at different Reynolds numbers plotted as a
function of angle from stagnation line [10].
roughness [13].The sensor used a more narrow bar that allowed more sesitive angle
measurements. Figure 3.1 shows one set of results for a low roughness case. The plot
includes distributions for multiple Reynolds numbers with the highest Reynolds num-
ber reaching the highest heat transfer and the lower subsequent plots corresponding
to lower velocities. Many of these distributions have maximum heat transfer past the
stagnation point.
These results make it clear that the heat transfer distribution is heavily dependent
on Reynolds number. Once heat transfer coefficient can be expressed as a function of
angle from stagnation line, this relationship is can then be used in the steady state
heat balance of the icing model. There are a few ways to approach modeling the heat
balance, the most common being the one-dimensional equilibrium energy balance of
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Figure 2.21: Diagram describing the heat transfer control volume [12].
the Messinger model [22]. This was designed to describe the conditions of an unheated
surface exposed to icing. The governing conditions are described in Figure 2.21.
Since the Messinger model describes the equilibrium state, it is not able to accu-
rately model ice in the transition region between wet and dry ice. There have been
some improvements on the Messinger model though each resulted in a significantly
more complex process. Myers uses a more complex mathematical model that con-
siders the conduction of the ice layer and water layer separately [22]. Other models
look at complex film dynamics at the surface of an airfoil [23] [24] or a flat plate [25].
It has been shown that mixed phase icing is extremely difficult to predict to erosion
effects and irregular particle collection. It also common for a distinctive wedge shape
to form, more closely resembling rime rather than glace icing [26]. Poots et al. de-
veloped a method for modeling glaze ice on power lines from freezing rain [27]. The
rather complex heat transfer balance was used and the results suggest that wet ice is
able to form even in the absence of significant aerodynamic heating as is present in
manned aircraft icing.
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CHAPTER 3
Analytical and Numerical Methodology
”The icing of a cylinder is a unifying theme in icing research because it represents a
simple, well-defined icing problem for which a solution can be used to predict icing in
more complex situations [19].” Along this theme, cylinder icing will be considered for
the low velocity, small airfoil, low altitude conditions expected for UAS. A numerical
model and LEWICE simulations will be compared in conjunction with past experi-
mental studies. The fundamentals of LEWICE have been discussed in the previous
work section.
3.1 Cylinder Model
In order to further the understanding of the ice accretion at the range of Reynolds
numbers, a simple model will be written in MATLab specifically suited to the condi-
tions expected. The framework of the code follows the work done by Lozowski in with
the bulk of physical insight from Langmuir and Blodgett and Achenbach [19, 9, 13].
The code will calculate heat flux based on its atmospheric conditions and use em-
pirical equations to get collection efficiency based on the flow’s amount of deviation
from Stoke’s Law in equation below, where CD is drag coefficient, and Re is Reynolds
number.
CDRe/24 = 1. (3.1)
A circular cylinder of a prescribed diameter, Dc, is described in five degree incre-
ments numbered from the stagnation line through the top of the cylinder, θi = 5i,
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i = 0, 1, ..., 18 with the bottom surface assumed to be symmetric. The code will esti-
mate collection efficiency then heat flux for every sector and from that, icing flux for
every sector [19].
With atmospheric conditions (air viscosity, µa, and air density,ρa), droplet pa-
rameters (water density, ρs, and droplet diameter, a), and cylinder diameter, Dc,
the non dimensional constants droplet Reynolds number,Reu,, droplet ”range”, λs,,
and the proportional inertia of the droplet, K, can be determined. An additional
dimensionless parameter φ is used to ease the process of data relation.
Reu = 2aρaU/µa (3.2)
λs = (2/9)ρsa
2U/µa (3.3)
K = (2/9)ρsa
2U/(ηDc) (3.4)
φ = Re2u/K (3.5)
Langmuir and Blodgett’s results’ related φ and K to ice accretion characteristics
with particle trajectory analysis and empirical data [9]. Collection efficiency, β0, will
be determined from one of these groupings of curves plotted as a function of K along
the appropriate φ line.
That collection efficiency is then converted to a collection efficiency as a function
of angle from stagnation line with complex geometric relations and the inertial pa-
rameter, K, to become β(θi). This will be further discussed in the next section. When
compounded with the fraction of total water mass flux, f , the collection efficiency
can be characterized per sector. Liquid water mass flux, Rwi, is a function of sector
collection efficiency and airstream velocity [9].
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βi = fβ(θi) (3.6)
Rwi = βiUw (3.7)
The steady state heat balance will be used to solve for freezing fraction and will
be applied in each of the angular sections.
qc + qe + qv + qk + qf + q
∗
f + qw + q
∗
w + qi + qr = 0 (3.8)
The terms in the heat balance are sensible heat flux between accretion and airstream,
qc, evaporative heat flux, qe, heat flux from aerodynamic heating, qv, conversion of
droplet kinetic energy into heat, qk, latent heat flux due to freezing water ,qf , latent
heat flux due to freezing water from runback, q∗f , sensible heat flux between accretion
and impinging, qw, sensible heat flux between accretion and impinging from runback,
q∗w, heat flux between directly impinging water and accretion, qi, and radiative heat
flux between accretion and airstream, qr. The last two terms will be assumed to be
negligible. The heat flux will be applied in each angular section with the two runback
terms factoring in the run back from the upstream section before it. Sensible heat
flux, qc, is
qc = h(ta − ts) (3.9)
where h is the heat transfer coefficient and ta and ts are freestream air temperature
and accretion surface temperature. Transfer of latent heat due to evaporation or
sublimation from surface, qe, is given by
qe = h(
Pr
Sc
)0.63
lv
Pcp
(ea(ta)− es(ts)) (3.10)
where  is the ratio of molecular weights of water vapor and dry air, P is the static
pressure in freestream, cp is the specific heat capacity of dry air, ea and es are the
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saturation of vapor pressure of moist air at ta and ts, and lv is the latent heat of
vaporization. Aerodynamic heating, qv, is defined by
qv =
hrcU
2
2cp
(3.11)
where rc is the local recovery factor and is defined as r = 0.75 + 0.25 cos 2θt. Kinetic
energy flux, qk, is
qk = 1/2RwU
2 (3.12)
where it is assumed that droplets impinge at freestream velocity and all kinetic energy
is converted to heat. Latent heat flux due to freezing of impinging water, qf , is given
by
qf = Rwlfsn (3.13)
where lfs is latent heat of freezing at ts and n is the fraction of the accreted mass,
n = 1 if ts is less than zero. Sensible heat flux between accretion and impinging, qw,
is defined by
qw = Rwcw(ta − ts) (3.14)
where cw = 4.27(10
3) J
kgK
. The heat transfer coefficient, h, is a function of θ and
is described by the Nusselt number, Nu(θ), and the thermal conductivity of the
airstream, ka.
h = h(θ) =
ka
Dc
Nu(θ) (3.15)
Achenbach’s work in ’77 is used to find the relationship of Nusselt number to
Reynolds number and θ. The heat transfer behavior tends to fit functions within
certain ranges of roughness and Reynolds number. For our range of Re, the flow is not
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Figure 3.1: Total heat transfer experimental results from Achenbach at the lowest
roughness parameter studied in the experiment, ks/d = 75x10
−5. The Reynolds
number for the SUAS study is highlighted in red. [13]
yet transcritical. For certain roughnesses it does contain the critical unpredictable
range of results. Figure 3.1 shows the range at which we are looking on a plot of
experimental roughness data [13].
If it assumed that the cylinder for this model has a low roughness, even with some
icing, the Nusselt number can be approximated by the pre-critical expression, Equa-
tion 3.16. Since Nusselt number is uncertain, experimental testing was undertaken
to gage a realistic range of convective heat transfer. Sensors and test plan will be
addressed in a later section.
Nu(θ) = Re0.5c [1− (
2θ
pi
)3] (3.16)
A quick examination of the heat balance at SUAS conditions marks the signifi-
cant change in dominating parameters. Namely, aerodynamic heating, is significantly
reduced, and latent heat removed by freezing in the dominate warming component.
Figure 3.2 shows this difference.
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Figure 3.2: Heat balance comparison between an approximation for a general aviation
case and a SUAS case.
The heat balance then becomes a nonlinear equation to be solved numerically
within each cylinder section. Depending on whether the icing is characterized by wet
or dry icing, the heat balance will be solved differently. Dry ice or rime ice occurs
when there is no latent heat remaining in heat transfer of the impinging droplets. This
simply means there is no melting and no runback in these cases and freezing fraction
is one. The heat balance in this case is straightforward and is solved numerically for
surface temperature then ice thickness.
h(ta − ts) + h(Pr
Sc
)0.63
lv
Pcp
(ea(ta)− es(ts)) + qv + qk + qf +Rwcw(ta − ts) = 0 (3.17)
As discussed in Chapter 2, wet or “glaze” ice is more difficult to model. Because
this study is focused on an unexplored velocity range, wet ice will be modeled in a
simple heat balance similar to those used by Hansman et al. and Lowzoski et al. [28]
[19]. Surface temperature will be assumed to be zero and the heat balance will be
solved for freezing fraction. In wet icing there will be melting therefore the runback
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terms are important and will be replaced in the heat balance. The first section will
have no runback as it is the leading edge of the cylinder. The second section has half
the runback from section 1 since the other half will run under the cylinder. Sections
3 through 13 will include the runback from the section preceding it.
qc + qe + qv + qk +Rwlfsn+ qw +R
∗
wlfsn+ q
∗
w = 0 (3.18)
Icing flux, Ri, and consequently local thickness, thi, will be calculated after freez-
ing fraction is determined. Ice density is ρi and time change, δt, must be small enough
that the airflow is not significantly altered [19].
Ri = ni(Rwi +R
∗
wi) = ni(βiUw + (βiUw)
∗) (3.19)
thi =
2Ri
δt
ρI
1 + (1 + 4Riδt
ρiDc
)0.5
(3.20)
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3.1.1 Collection Efficiency
Collection efficiency is a clearly a driving parameter in the heat balance and the local
icing thickness. Numerically derived curves for collection efficiency at the stagnation
line have been used consistently and reliably for over 50 years. Langmuir et. al also
describes a geometric procedure(but does not solve mathematically) to give collection
efficiency with respect to angle. This procedure however is complex and other studies
chose to derive this functions empirically. Since the velocity range under consideration
is largely unstudied, this was not a possibility. Instead the geometric procedure was
investigated and solved. The theoretical curves give three values deposition efficiency,
the ratio of droplet deposited per unit length at stagnation, EM ,, collection efficiency,
the rate of accumulation at stagnation, β0,, and the angle at which no more deposition
occurs, θM . Theorems I and II give the following relations:
xa = sec(θM) (3.21)
β0 =
xa + xb
xa + 1
(3.22)
E = y0 (3.23)
These a give the coordinates to build the geometric apparatus described, this is
shown in Figure 3.3. The cylinder diameter is normalized to unity and the values y0,
and γ change with θ. The point xc describes the center of the grey circle is needed
to fully define the system and can be realized by fixing the system at θ = θM , and
y0 = EM .
Once the system is fixed, y0 can be solved with respect to θ. This requires a series
of trigonometric equations. The first two relations are from the law of sines, and the
third is a result of the law of cosines. The variables L, ϕ1, ϕ2, α, and γ are described
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Figure 3.3: System of shapes described by Langmuir et. al, and derived in this study.
Figure 3.4: Trigonometric relations used to solve for deposition efficiency.
in Figure 3.4.
sin(θ)
L
=
ϕ1
xc
(3.24)
sin(α)
L
=
ϕ2
xb − xc (3.25)
L2 = R2 + x2c − 2Rxccos(θ) (3.26)
y0 = (xb − xc)sin(α− γ) (3.27)
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Since deposition efficiency E = y0 and collection efficiency β0 = dE/dθ, collection
efficiency can be solved by taking the derivative of the equation E(θ). For simplifica-
tion, the equation is broken down into equations 3.28- 3.38 with equation 3.28 serving
as the root equation and the following nine equations are components that also vary
with θ. These are solved in conjunction with equation 3.28 at every degree θ from
stagnation line to θM .
β0 =
dE
dθ
=
dy0
dθ
= (xb − xc)cos(α(θ)− γ(θ))
(
dα
dθ
− dγ
dθ
)
(3.28)
α(θ) = sin−1
(
Lsin(ϕ1)
xb − xc
)
(3.29)
dα
dθ
=
(
1−
(
Lsin(ϕ1)
xb − xc
)2) 12
1
xb − xc
(
dL
dθ
sin(ϕ2(θ)) + Lcos(ϕ2(θ))
dϕ2(θ)
dθ
)
(3.30)
ϕ1 = sin
−1
(xc
L
sin(θ)
)
(3.31)
dϕ1
dθ
=
xc(cos(θ)L−
dL
dθ
sin(θ))
L2
(
1− xc
L
sin2(θ)
)− 1
2
(3.32)
ϕ2 = pi − γ − θ − ϕ1 (3.33)
dϕ2
dθ
= −dγ
dθ
− dϕ1
dθ
− 1 (3.34)
γ = tan−1
(
sin(θ)
xa − cos(θ)
)
(3.35)
dγ
dθ
=
sin2(θ) + cos(θ)(xa − cos(θ))
(xa − cos(θ))2
(
1 +
(
sin(θ)
xa − cos(θ)
)2)
(3.36)
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L =
√
R2 + x2c − 2Rxccos(θ) (3.37)
dL
dθ
= Rxcsin(θ)
(
R2 + x2c − 2Rxccos(θ)
)− 1
2 (3.38)
Looking back to Figures 3.3 and 3.4, it is helpful to consider the geometric im-
plications of the equation B0. As the angle θ changes to cover the area impacted
by droplets, the non-dimensional length, y0, changes also. As smaller angles θ the
changes are the largest and the derivative gets very small at large angles. This is
consistent with logical thought for how droplets would deposit on a cylinder moving
in a uniform field of droplets.
3.2 Numerical Weather Modeling
It is understandably difficult to seek out and study different forms of atmospheric
conditions. As such numerical weather modeling is often used to simulate flight
conditions. The existing atmospheric icing flight data is for higher altitudes and
manned aircraft. Cloud Model 1, CM1, was used to estimate the breadth of icing
conditions that may occur in low altitude conditions. WRF is another commonly
used numerical prediction software; its physics chart is shown in Figure 3.5. Its uses
some atmospheric data as opposed to the purely physics based CM1.
CM1, a three-dimensional, non-hydrostatic, non-linear, time-dependent numerical
model designed for idealized studies of atmospheric phenomena was used to generate
the data used in the evaluations[29]. The latest available version of CM1 was used –
revision 18.3 – for these simulations [29]. Standard cases for a supercell and squall
line were utilized to provide data for the OSSEs using the 1/4 circle and 1-km weak-
shear case, respectively [30] [31]. Simulations were performed on the Oklahoma State
University High Performance Computing Center Cowboy supercomputer. Cowboy
consists of 252 standard compute nodes, each with dual Intel Xeon E5-2620 Sandy
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Figure 3.5: WRF process for processing atmospheric data at simulation logic. [14]
Bridge hex core 2.0 GHz CPUs, with 32 GB of 1333 MHz RAM and two fat nodes
each with 256 GB RAM and an NVIDIA Tesla C2075 card. Cowboys’ aggregate peak
speed is 48.8 TFLOPs, with 3048 cores and 8576 GB of RAM. Simulations were run
on a single node.
For the supercell simulations, the grid spacing is 1 km in the horizontal and 500-
m in the vertical, with resolutions sufficient to resolve storm-scale features, such as
the mid-level updraft structure and low-level mesocyclogenesis, but are not generally
considered sufficient to accurately represent tornadogenesis. The domain is 120 km by
120 km by 17.5 km, with each simulation extending out through 2 hours. The squall
line simulations have a more narrow domain of 300km by 60km by 40km and the same
grid spacing. These two sets of simulations were done to explore the effectiveness of
using the software for icing conditions and getting an estimation of the breadth of
icing conditions that may occur. The complexity of the software itself did not lend to
easy alteration for creating winter storms. The standard cases, however, were easy to
run and allowed for icing possibility analysis. Icing possibility analysis was performed
on a small set of high moisture systems using both supercell and squall line cases.
CM1 can provide an idea of the weather systems that may provide icing conditions
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and provide likely parameters in those circumstances. Liquid water content and
temperature are the two parameters that determine the possibility of icing. The
simulations allow these parameters to be sought within the entire domain of the
supercell and squall line simulations. The air temperature must be below zero and
there most be water content in the clouds. Most examples of icing occur when the
liquid water content is between 0.2 and 1.8 g/m3 ). Icing possibility was isolated by
identifying locations where the temperature and LWC are both within the desired
spectrum. MatLAB was used to analyze the CM1 results. For every location was
measured for a positive or negative icing possibility. These results are then summed in
horizontal chunks for visual appraisal with a higher result for a higher concentration
of positive icing results.
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CHAPTER 4
Experimental Methodology
In order to characterize the heat transfer at the flight conditions, wind tunnel tests,
and driven ground tests were completed. This consisted of tests focusing on the
heat transfer coefficients for a smooth and a low roughness cylinder. Additionally,
an icing flight campaign was completed using SUAS. A full characterization of the
icing environment was not feasible for the scope of this project. However, lightly
instrumented ice accretion flights were used to obtain basic meteorological data and
qualitative ice data.
4.1 Heat Transfer Experiment
LEWICE’s uses cylinder heat transfer equations for the region close to the stagnation
line and flat plate equations away from the stagnation line [11].Thus, it is helpful in
the cylinder model and future airfoil accretion model to have a physical understanding
of cylinder heat transfer at SUAS conditions. The heat transfer measurements were
made on a cylinder comparable to the leading edge of a SUAS wing. The data was
used in a set of runs of the cylinder code and could serve as an additional input into
the LEWICE simulations. The heat transfer measurements were made by heat flux
gauges contained in a cylinder mounted in the free stream.
4.1.1 Heat Flux Gauge
The heat transfer sensor consists of four heat flux gauges placed in the flow side
of the cylinder. Figure 4.1 shows the heat transfer sensor with the gauges as they
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placed on the cylinder. The body of the sensor was 3D printed out of formlabs rigid
resin. It was chosen for its high strength, rigidity, and heat resistance. Each gauge
consists of a small copper plate fitted with a thermocouple and a foil heater. In
Figure 4.2 the thermocouple and heater positions are shown. The copper pieces are
2.0 in long spanwise, 0.25 in wide in the flow direction, and 0.25 in deep. Figure
4.3 shows the dimension and gauge placement on the cylinder. Each gauge uses a
self adhesive, fast response, type E, surface thermocouple. Since the copper had the
ability to short the thermocouple, most of the backing remained on the unit except a
small area removed so that the thermocouple junction could be placed on the surface
of the copper tacked there by the self-adhesive. Each thermocouple and wire was
then more firmly fixed to its unit with cement and tape. The set of thin inexpensive
polymide flexible foil heaters obtained had a pressure sensitive self-adhesive face used
to fasten on the cylinder. Once assembled, the cylinder was stuffed with insulation.
The insulation, thermal resistance of the 3D printed material, and the relatively low
operating temperature eliminated the need for guard heaters.
For certain tests, some roughening elements were added to the face of the cylinder
to achieve a small degree of roughness. A hot glue gun was used to put a pattern of
roughness between the copper bars. This was meant to reflect only a small amount
of surface roughness as would be contributed by initial stages of icing. Because the
dominate geometry is still cylindrical, the test plan and data reduction was not altered
for this set of experiments.
The foil heaters used were uncharacterized at the time of purchase. As such, the
temperature response under certain voltages and currents were unknown. A variable
power supply was used to to gain a rough understanding of the heater requirements
before the sensor was assembled. The heaters were attached to their copper plates
before testing. Each thermocouple was also tested to be operational with standard
DAQ before sensor integration.
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Figure 4.1: Heat flux gauge design from front. Copper plates embedded in the face
of the cylinder.
Figure 4.2: Heat flux gauge design from back. Foil heater and thermocouples have
been attached to copper plates.
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Figure 4.3: Heat flux gauge design center cut view. Cylinder dimension and gauge
placement is shown.
Sensor function and data collection was controlled by an ArduinoMega micro-
computer. Thermocouple voltages were run through thermocouple amplifiers that
communicated directly with the microcontroller. The heaters were operated at a con-
stant voltage and current fixed by a Castle BEC. A solenoid power relay was used to
control power input to the heater to maintain constant temperature. The relay has
four channels and gauge was controlled separately. The temperature was recorded
every second as well as the amount of power added to the system.
The heaters each operated at a slightly different deficiencies. The heaters reached
the goal temperature at different rates. However, the heaters were able to maintain
the temperature with very little difference in power input both in stagnate flow and
low velocities. The ground tests were accomplished by attaching the cylinder to a
T-slot aluminum bar held out of a moving vehicle into the free-stream. On the other
side of a vehicle was a meteorological ground station which provided air temperature
and effective wind direction. The tests were conducted before sunrise to prevent
radiative interference.
The bulk of heat transfer experimentation was done with a small, low turbulence
wind tunnel. Based on past studies, it is estimated that this wind tunnel has free
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Figure 4.4: Heat transfer sensor circuit design.[11]
stream turbulence of about 0.5. Figure 4.5 shows the tunnel with the cylinder set up
on the inside and Figure 4.6 shows a closer view if the gauge in the tunnel.
4.1.2 Data Reduction
The heaters were run at a consistent power that switched on and off to maintain a
temperature of 40 degree C. Electric power, QEI , is then calculated is a fraction of
voltage X current based on the percentage of time that the power is applied at steady
state conditions. The local convective heat transfer coefficient is then calculated with
equation 4.1, where A is the surface area exposed to the flow and Tw and Tt are the
heated wall temperature and total temperature of the flow, respectively. Radiation
heat loss, Qrad is estimated by equation 4.2, where σ is the Stefan-Boltzman constant
and  is the surface emissivity of the copper bars. The variable Qgap accounts for the
glue filled spaces between the heated bars and the more thermally robust material.
The equation estimating losses from the gaps use the process outlined by Fossen[10].
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Figure 4.5: Small wind tunnel used to conduct heat transfer experiments.
Figure 4.6: Heat flux gauge setup in the wind tunnel.
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hcon =
QEI −Qrad −Qgap
A(Tw − Tt) (4.1)
Qrad = σA(T
4
w − T 4t ) (4.2)
4.2 Icing Accretion
Throughout the winter months, the weather was monitored to ascertain the probabil-
ity of low altitude icing conditions. Since COAs do not allow for in-cloud icing flight,
the sensored fixed wing aircraft was flown just below cloud level on cold days will
heavy moisture until the aircraft experienced decreased performance or icing condi-
tions diminished. The UAV was not allowed to be flown in a cloud and out of sight.
Thus, the conditions were required to include low thin moisture or actual freezing
rain. When below freezing temperatures coincided with a chance of precipitation, an
icing flight was attempted.
The flight test plan was simple and the flight platform was outfitted with inex-
pensive instrumentation best capable of mapping the icing cloud. A simple flight
profile is shown in Figure 4.7. This flight profile for the sensored aircraft was made
to be adaptable to sudden changes in performance or data collection. The Believer,
an off-the-shelf foam airframe, was chosen for the icing flights because of its payload
capacity and ease of use. Figure 4.8 shows the aircraft in its launch stage.
The sensors flown aim to characterize the icing environment. The data require-
ments prescribed by the FAA was reviewed earlier and was used to develop the in-
strumentation list. The sensors on manned aircraft for LWC and MVD are much too
large for a small UAS. On the smaller end of the spectrum, the MVD sensor weighs
about 20 lbs and the LWC probes are integrated into systems of similar weight. Since
options for the MVD sensor both large and expensive, it will not be a part of the
flown sensor suite. Instead, a variety of simulations were run, assuming standard
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Figure 4.7: UAS ice accretion flight profile.
Figure 4.8: Launch system for the Believer aircraft.
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Table 4.1: On-board sensors
Sensor Data
iMet XF Temperature, Wing surface temperature, Pressure, Humidity
Dropsonde Temperature, Pressure, Humidity, GPS
Pitot Airspeed
Figure 4.9: IR sensor and wing surface patch
cloud droplet diameter and a set of variable LWC for the conditions ascertained by
the on-board sensors, which are listed in Table 4.1.
The iMet XF sensor package includes an IR surface temperature sensor. This was
especially valuable to gather data on the temperature differential between the free
stream and the wing surface. This data was compared directly to the temperature
differential solved when the cylinder model operates in the dry ice growth regime. A
piece of composite carbon fiber was expoyed to a small section of the leading edge of
the wing, as shown in Figure 4.9. The carbon patch allowed the sensor to track the
surface temperature with higher fidelity than the foam surface.
The presence of ice, or lack thereof, on the vehicle under expected icing condi-
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tions was an important parameter of information gleaned from the icing flights. Any
ice accrued was photographed immediately after landing and the ice thickness was
approximated with a ruler on hand. Two icing spray flights were attempted but, as
neither resulted in accretion, the details of those attempts will not be presented here.
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CHAPTER 5
Experimental Results
The results for the experimental heat transfer investigation and the flight test cam-
paign are presented next because these results are then used in the numerical model.
The icing flights give a range for realistic atmospheric values and give a qualitative
experimental ice accretion. The heat transfer results will be used in the steady state
heat balance in the SUAS ice accretion model.
5.1 Heat Transfer Coefficients
At the time that the wind tunnel tests were run, two of the heat flux gauges were
working properly. The cylinder was rotated so that the working gauges saw a variety
of angles with respect to the stagnation line. The results here are presented in terms
of the Nusselt number, Nu =
hDc
k
. The coefficients for a power law relationship
Nu = AReB were calculated for at four of the tested angles closest to the stagnation
line. Though the magnitude of the Nusselt number change with angle, the shape of
function does not significantly alter. Therefore B, the exponent, may be averaged
and applied to the heat flux distribution. Past results at a higher range of Reynolds
numbers were able to collapse their cylinder results to equation 5.1. The powerlaw
relationships in this study suggest that B=0.38 instead of 0.5.
Nu(θ) = Re0.5c [1− (
2θ
pi
)3] (5.1)
As long as the temperature was maintained around either 1.5 ◦C above or below 40
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Figure 5.1: Raw temperature and power data sample from wind tunnel testing.
◦C, the QEI value was simply calculated from the power input to the heater. Steady
state power patterns were usually reached within 15 seconds of steady velocity. At
this point, the tunnel would be run for another 90 seconds and the number of seconds
in which power was applied served as a ratio of power. This ratio was then used with
the voltage and current to compute final electrical power required. A sample of raw
temperature and power data is shown in Figure 5.1.
The heat transfer results closest to the stagnation point were used to gather a
power function. A power law fit was done for each angular set of data and while the
scalar multiplier ’A’ changed with each data set, the power fits converged well both
for the cylinder with and without roughness elements. Figure 5.2 shows the plot of
the power fit and the corresponding data points.
Figures 5.3 through 5.5 give the heat transfer results for the wind tunnel tests done
with no added roughness elements. The gauges have flat surfaces, so the cylinder is
not perfectly smooth, but the roughness was very low. The figures also show a plot of
the Nusselt number as would be expected for a smooth cylinder but with the powerlaw
coefficient adjusted for the results of these tests. The bias error and resulting error
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Figure 5.2: Nusselt numbers plotted with respect to Reynolds number, also showing
the power fit curve.
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Figure 5.3: Heat transfer distribution for the cylinder with no added roughness ele-
ments at 11m/s.
bars were calculated from analyzing sets of data from different days and velocity tests
[32]. This consisted of breaking the two minute data sets into 30 second segments
and using the fractional differences in power input. The median difference was one
power input difference with a maximum of two units for Gauge 1 and three for Gauge
3.
It can be seen from the plots that the heat transfer distribution with respect to
angle past stagnation point does not follow the shape expected. The distribution
instead follows the behavior from a high roughness test. It must be expressed, how-
ever, that the results here are of significantly lower Reynolds numbers than have been
studied in the past. Each of the Reynolds numbers show that maximum heat transfer
occurs at about 45 degrees and the lowest Nusselt number is within 30 percent of the
Nusselt number at the stagnation point. Since these data sets will direct the heat
transfer equations used in the model, an attempt was made to fit a function to the
data. Following the a trigonometric style fit like equation 5.2, the coefficients were
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Figure 5.4: Heat transfer distribution for the cylinder with no added roughness ele-
ments at 13m/s.
Figure 5.5: Heat transfer distribution for the cylinder with no added roughness ele-
ments at 15m/s.
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Figure 5.6: Heat transfer distribution for the cylinder with no added roughness ele-
ments at 11m/s and the fitted curve.
iterated until the final fit equation of 5.3. Figures 5.6 through 5.8 show the data
plotted with this distribution function.
Nu(θ) = ARe0.38c [Bθ + C] +D (5.2)
Nu(θ) = 1.6Re0.38c [θ + 60]− 12 (5.3)
Figures 5.3 through 5.5 give the heat transfer results for the wind tunnel tests
done with the added roughness elements. The power law procedure was repeated for
the roughness tests to get B=0.46. Interestingly enough, the distributions here are
more consistent with the expected shape of a smooth cylinder.
The maximum heat transfer is past the stagnation point but, the maximum is
closer to stagnation line results and the minimum is further from them. At this
juncture, an further attempt has not been made to fit the results into a functional
form with respect to angle. Instead, the more established equation 5.1 will be used
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Figure 5.7: Heat transfer distribution for the cylinder with no added roughness ele-
ments at 13m/s and the fitted curve.
Figure 5.8: Heat transfer distribution for the cylinder with no added roughness ele-
ments at 15m/s and the fitted curve.
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Figure 5.9: Heat transfer distribution for the cylinder with added roughness elements
at 11m/s with the adjusted power smooth cylinder distribution.
Figure 5.10: Heat transfer distribution for the cylinder with added roughness elements
at 13m/s with the adjusted power smooth cylinder distribution.
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Figure 5.11: Heat transfer distribution for the cylinder with added roughness elements
at 15m/s with the adjusted power smooth cylinder distribution.
in the model with the power law adjustment. Figure 5.12 shows the results from
the car tests. The buffeting of the cylinder structure does not allow a high level of
confidence with respect to the angles presented. There are not enough results to make
functional conclusions, but the extended range of velocities tested does enable a level
of confidence on projected heat transfer values for SUAS. The results are also within
a reasonable extrapolation range from the tests done in the wind tunnel.
5.2 Icing Flights
The goal of the icing flight test campaign was to prove that ice does form on SUAS
at low altitude and to characterize the type of atmospheric environment. Because of
limited sensors and flight safety considerations at this stage, the accretion amount
was too limited for accretion characterization. Instead, the flights were characterized
by whether there was an ice presence and basic meteorological parameters. Of the
three winter weather flights, two resulted in a positive ice presence. The data for these
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Figure 5.12: Heat transfer distribution for the cylinder during car tests. Error bars
are not represented here because of the inconsistency of the test.
three are presented and discussed. Due to a lack of cloud characterization sensors,
water content was not able to be ascertained and the moisture content needed for ice
accretion is uncertain.
5.2.1 Flight 1: Ice Accretion
The first flight with ice presence occurred with a low altitude freezing fog on January
3, 2019. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the ice on the foam airframe flown. Three
consecutive flights were executed following the same flight path and only the last one
resulted in ice accretion.
The flight paths flown are shown in Figure 5.15 with a color bar representing
temperature. The SUAS was flown in a primarily circular ascending pattern. It can
be seen that the temperature raises with altitude to a temperature range too warm
for icing. Since a high percentage relative humidity is likely to indicate a cloud, it can
be assumed from Figure 5.16 that there was a significant moisture both the upper
altitude of the flight as well as the lower.
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Figure 5.13: Iced wing from first ice accretion flight.
Figure 5.14: Close view of icing on the wing and around the Pitot tube.
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Figure 5.15: Flight path and temperature distribution plot for the Icing Flights 0103.
Figure 5.16: Flight path and humidity distribution plot for the Icing Flights 0103.
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Figure 5.17: Humidity and temperature distribution plot for the first flight.
Figures 5.17, 5.18, and 5.19 show the temperature and humidity of the flights as
a function of altitude. The first two show that high humidity did not occur with
below zero temperature. In the third flight, the aircraft flew through an area with
temperatures just below zero and high moisture. Combining the information from
Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.16, it can assumed that the icing look place in the lower
altitude moisture mass. This plot corroborates this conclusion by confirming the
simultaneous presence of freezing temperature with high humidity at an altitude of
300ft-500ft. The data taken at this time was isolated and there was a temperature
range of 0.5 to -0.6 degrees Celsius.
5.2.2 Flight 2: No Accretion
The second winter weather flight did not result in any visible icing. The conditions
were significantly colder and there appeared to be visible clouds, the moisture content
may have been too low at the low altitude reasonable for SUAS flight. The flight
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Figure 5.18: Humidity and temperature distribution plot for the second flight.
Figure 5.19: Humidity and temperature distribution plot for the first flight.
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Figure 5.20: Flight path and temperature distribution plot for Icing Flight 2.
path follows the same ascending pattern but was executed at a higher rate because
of difficult pilot conditions. The path is shown in Figure 5.20 with the temperature
range. The flight was almost in entirely below freezing conditions.
Figure 5.21 shows the distribution of temperature and humidity as a function of
altitude. Since the temperature was very favorable, it was only be assumed that the
air mass did not contain enough moisture for SUAS icing. The maximum humidity
measured hovered around 82 percent, rather than the 85 percent seen during the
January 3 flight. Humidity is not a direct indicator of LWC, but the lower humidity
levels in this flight did coincide with lack of ice accretion.
5.2.3 Flight 3: Ice Accretion
The third flight in the campaign resulted more significant ice than that of the first.
Not only was there an ice presence but, the accretion showed greater thickness at the
leading edge and the top of the wing. This is consistent with icing patterns driven
by the flow field. In Figure 5.22 the ice layer can be seen on the top side of the wing.
Figure 5.23 shows the ice at the leading edge terminate as it reaches the underside of
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Figure 5.21: Relative humidity and temperature distribution plot for Icing Flight 2.
the wing.
Like Icing Flight 2, this flight was almost entirely in freezing temperatures. Figure
5.24 shows this temperature range on the flight path. This flight was brief due to
early onset performance degradation and therefore did not follow the standard circular
ascending pattern. It can be seen in Figure 5.25 that there was a moist region that
spanned a large altitude. It can be assumed that is was this range that the icing
occurred. During this period, the aircraft saw a temperature range of -2.5 ◦C to -1.0
◦C. The skew T plot from the flight can be seen in Figure 5.26
In addition to the standard sensors, an IR surface temperature sensor was flown.
This measurement was especially valuable in comparing temperature differential val-
ues outputted by the model to those measured in flight. Figure 5.27 shows this
measured value compared with air temperature in flight. The pressure is plotted also
for referencing stages of the aircraft as it moved from the hangar, runway, then flight.
It can be seen that the surface temperature has only a small amount if variation from
ambient temperature. This is consistent with the output from the model, and will be
further discussed in the next section.
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Figure 5.22: Photograph of aircraft wing for Icing Flight 3.
Figure 5.23: Photograph of aircraft wing for Icing Flight 3.
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Figure 5.24: Flight path and temperature distribution plot for Icing Flight 3.
Figure 5.25: Humidity and temperature distribution plot for Icing Flight 3.
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Figure 5.26: Skew T plot for Icing Flight 3.
Figure 5.27: Ambient and skin temperature plot for Icing Flight 3.
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CHAPTER 6
Numerical Results
Cloud model 1 has been used to explore weather pattern that may have potential
for aircraft icing. LEWICE has been explored in its capacity to serve as a reliable
software within the study’s parameters. In order to gauge an expectation for icing
accumulation under low Reynolds numbers, a number of past studies will be reexam-
ined with varied velocities and airfoil size. This includes a pressure study after ice
accretion, and icing structure behavioral trends for varying atmospheric conditions
and Reynolds numbers. Cylinder ice accretion is major component this and future
stages of work and will serve to increase understanding and validate LEWICE results.
Most significantly, the cylinder accretion code has simulated results based on droplet
trajectories, collection efficiency’s, and experimental heat transfer results.
6.1 Ice Accretion Model
In order to further the understanding of the ice accretion at the range of Reynolds
numbers, a accretion model was written in MATLab specifically suited to the condi-
tions expected. The following simulations were run with this accretion model with
either the dry ice and wet ice heat balance solvers used based on the heat balance
results at each angle from stagnation line to 90 degrees. Each case used an icing
time of 5 minutes. This was time based on the estimations from the icing possibility
analysis in an earlier section. The heat transfer was calculated from the functional
relationship of past studies and the power law derived from experimental testing,
equation 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Ice accretion simulation with T= -6 ◦C and LWC= 0.4 g/m3.
Nu(θ) = Re0.38c [1− (
2θ
pi
)3] (6.1)
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 give the simulation results from the 0.4 g/m3 cases at -6 ◦C
and -3 ◦C respectively. At these two low LWC cases, there is no remaining latent heat
in the balance and the accretion is purely dry accretion. With dry ice, the accretion
is purely based on the efficency of droplets as they are collected on the face of the
cylinder. Thus, there is no difference in the -6◦C and the -3◦C cases.
In Figure 6.3 the simulations also show dry accretion; this is the case run at -6
◦C and a moderate LWC of 0.8 g/m3. The higher content of water in the air gives a
higher ice thickness. The case run at -3 C and g/m3, Figure 6.4, some wet icing occurs
around the stagnation point in the two higher velocity simulations. In the 25 m/s
case the runback flows just past 45 degrees and there is a slight dip in thickness at
stagnation point. The 20 m/s case shows similar behavior but with a smaller amount
of melting. The runback reaches 30 degrees past stagnation point and the thickness
change is more difficult to discern. The slow velocity case of 15 m/s remains in the
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Figure 6.2: Ice accretion simulation with T=-3◦C and LWC=0.4 g/m3.
dry icing regime. The last of aerodynamic heating the the heat balance makes it
difficult for melting via latent heat except for flows with high LWC.
Even at the the high LWC simulations run, the colder air temperature of -6 ◦C
allows only dry ice accretion as seen in Figure 6.5. The higher velocity run has the
highest ice thickness found in the SUAS simulation set, because there is no thinning
around stagnation due to melting. Arguably, the most interesting set of SUAS sim-
ulations occur at the 1.2 g/m3. Each of the cases has some runback and larger ice
volumes. The 25m/s case has some rippling around the stagnation point and has run-
back that almost reaches the maximum collection angle. This rippling is commonly
seen in ice accretions due to stages of melting and refreezing in the runback. The
20 m/s and 15 m/s cases also present with noticable runback though less significant
thinning at stagnation.
After further inspection of the heat transfer results, some simulations were com-
pleted using a function more closely fitted to the heat transfer behavior seen in this
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Figure 6.3: Ice accretion simulation with T=-6◦C and LWC=0.8 g/m3.
Figure 6.4: Ice accretion simulation with T=-3◦C and LWC=0.8 g/m3.
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Figure 6.5: Ice accretion simulation with T=-6◦C and LWC=1.2 g/m3.
Figure 6.6: Ice accretion simulation with T=-3◦C and LWC=1.2 g/m3.
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Figure 6.7: Ice accretion simulation with U=25m/s, T=-3◦C, and LWC=0.8 g/m3.
study. Specifically the heat transfer as it changes with angle past stagnation. This
function is shown in equation 6.2.
Nu(θ) = 1.6 ∗Re0.38c sin(θ + 60)− 12 (6.2)
The simulations that showed noticeable differences with the two different heat
transfer equations are shown in Figures 6.7 through 6.10. The dry ice accretions
showed very little difference, except for almost negligible runback at stagnation. This
was not visible in the plots but was seen in the numerical outputs at the lower speed
cases with T=-3 ◦C, LWC = 0.8 g/m3.
The two heat transfer distributions did not incur significant volumetric changes
but the runback distribution was notably altered. In the simulations with the new
heat transfer distribution ice was shown to form past maximum angle of droplet
collection. This phenomenon is often seen in experimental cases due to runback with
higher travel.
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Figure 6.8: Ice accretion simulation with U=20m/s, T=-3◦C, and LWC=0.8 g/m3.
Figure 6.9: Ice accretion simulation with U=25m/s, T=-3◦C, and LWC=1.2 g/m3.
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Figure 6.10: Ice accretion simulation with U=20m/s, T=-3◦C, and LWC=1.2 g/m3.
The results in this section are a culmination of the SUAS icing investigations com-
pleted. It is helpful to consider these results against the physics explored to create
them. The collection efficiency relationship derived carries the bulk of the determi-
nation of ice thickness on the face of the cylinder. The nature of the ice that occurs
is determined by the heat balance driven by empirical relationships. When this tests
were run with past experimental relationships, it was not possible for the simulation
to predict wet icing. Past studies were done at significantly higher Reynolds numbers
and the higher power law exponents suggested that the energy removed from the
system would not allow for any melting at SUAS conditions.
6.2 LEWICE
Though it was determined that LEWICE was unverified at UAS conditions, a foray
into LEWICE was completed at the outset of the study as a baseline for icing accretion
modeling. LEWICE was used to build an understanding of established ice prediction
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Figure 6.11: LEWICE simulation with ice accretion and Cp plot for a general aviation
aircraft after 3.3 minutes.
and resultant aerodynamic consequences.
A brief view of pressure distribution after ice accretion is given using past data.
Experimental results were taken from a general aviation aircraft study because it is
the closest to SUAS conditions. With only a small amount of ice accretion on the
airfoil, LEWICE shows significant changes in the surface pressure. Figure 6.12 shows
the accretion after 3.3minutes and the resulting pressure plot, both results pulled
directly from LEWICE output; Figure 6.11 shows a more detailed image of the ice.
The black line is the airfoil without any icing and the red line shows the outer icing
line and changed pressure.
The accretion shape is relatively minor at this step and the geometry could be
characterized as streamwise icing or roughness icing. The aerodynamic effect, there-
fore, should be relatively small without a separation bubble. The geometry was run in
XFOIL in order to compare pressure distributions between the two software. Figure
6.13 shows the XFOIL pressure coefficient result compared to the Cp values directly
from LEWICE. The XFOIL pressure result is in blue. Since the aerodynamic effect is
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Figure 6.12: LEWICE calculated pressure distribution(red) compared with XFOIL
results for airfoil after accretion.
shown to be significant with both software, the icing is closer to moderate roughness
icing rather than streamwise icing. However, the XFOIL results in that case are less
reliable due to likely leading edge separation.
Figure 6.14 has both the results from the 40s accretion and after 11.5 minutes.
This is shown by the green line and has extreme negative pressure spikes pushing
back to 0.1 of the chord. At this later time step, the ice accretion has developed into
the horn shape. The resultant separation bubble explains the extreme behavior seen
in the pressure coefficients. The NASA study for the general aviation conditions does
not have an experimental result for pressure coefficients.
Though rime icing is outside the conditions expected for this UAS icing study,
NASA conducted a useful study for rime icing that included measured coefficient of
pressure values after tunnel experiments with a simulated ice shape at the Ohio State
University wind tunnel [2]. The experimental results of the pressure distribution can
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Figure 6.13: LEWICE ice accretion pressure distribution compared to the pressure
distribution result from XFOIL for a general aviation aircraft after 3.3 minutes.
Figure 6.14: LEWICE icing simulation and corresponding pressure distribution for a
general aviation after 11.5 minutes.
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Table 6.1: Rime Study Experimental Tunnel Conditions[2]
Reynolds Number 3,000,000
Mach Number 0.40
AOA 1 deg
Airfoil NACA 65A413
Icing time 8 min
Table 6.2: Rime Study LEWICE Icing Conditions
Static Temperature 257 K
Velocity 127.4 m/s
AOA 1 deg
LWC 0.25 g/m3
MVD 15 um
Chord 54.3 cm
support the validity of the Cp behavior predicted in LEWICE. For the experimental
tests, NASA used the NACA 65A413 airfoil; for the LEWICE simulations, the similar
NACA 64215 airfoil was used. The experimental conditions are shown in table 6.1.
The atmospheric conditions resulting in the experimental ice shape were not specified.
Fifteen simulations were run while varying temperature, liquid water content (LWC),
and median volume diameter (MVD) within rime icing conditions. Table 6.2 shows
the simulation with the results that best fit experimental ice shape. Figure 6.15 shows
the leading edge of both airfoils with with tunnel ice shape and the LEWICE shape.
There are some discrepancies between the two, but they both fall into the streamwise
icing category as is expected in rime icing. The thickness of the ice geometry is large
enough that a separation bubble may occur, though not as significant a bubble as
would occur in horn icing.
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Figure 6.15: LEWICE icing simulation overlain with the experimental airfoil and
simulated ice shape.
Figure 6.16 shows the experimental results from the NASA study [2]. The pressure
distribution shows changes in Cp for both surfaces after the initial trend from the
leading edge. This is also shown in Figure 6.17 in the LEWICE simulation. The
pressure behavior matches well enough to support the pressure results from LEWICE
at least under streamwise conditions.
6.2.1 Icing Behavioral Trends
The aerodynamic impact can show distinctive patterns and trends in the physics
behind the ice shape. Viewing trends in airfoil pressure distribution with icing will
give an initial basis for flow as the icing conditions approach UAS icing conditions.
The simulations were run with an accretion of time of two minutes and on an airfoil of
comparable thickness and camber. The simulations for liquid water content is shown
in Figure 6.18.
The simulation results are reasonable, the ice thickness is greater with a higher
water content. The simulations for varying temperature are in Figure 6.19. The
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Figure 6.16: Experimental results for coefficient of pressure with the added ice shape
[2]
Figure 6.17: LEWICE results for coefficient of pressure and the simulated added ice
shape.
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Figure 6.18: Simulation results with variable liquid water content, T=268K.
Figure 6.19: Simulation results with variable temperature, LWC=0.54 g/m3.
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increase in thickness is more noticeable as temperature decreases than the simulations
where liquid water content were increased. The accretions in these simulations are
all representative of streamwise icing. As the study continues, parameter ranges will
be broadened to fully characterize the conditions that may result in different types
of icing. Extended accretion times as well as SLD droplet simulations should give a
larger variety of results.
6.2.2 LEWICE, Accretion Model, and Experimental Comparison
LEWICE was not designed for cylinder flow so it is not expected that the results
are reasonable under all icing conditions. However, it is useful to see how LEWICE
compares with experimental data because it is part of the scant amount of studies
done in the lower spectrum of Weber and Reynolds numbers. The experimental
results are a part of the cylinder icing study done with the National Research Council
of Canada [3]; the experiments were done in their icing wind tunnel in the Low
Temperature Laboratory. A 2.54 cm diameter bakelite cylinder was used. This is
much smaller that the airfoils to be used in the UAS simulations, but the results will
give a representation of the ability of LEWICE to predict accretion on the small scale.
The experimental cases were run at a variety of LWC, temperatures, and velocities.
Table 6.3 details the cases which were run in LEWICE and repeated for the accretion
model. The experimental data is represented in a comparison plot with the SUAS
Accretion code. However, the quality of the image was poor from which experimental
data was derived. Thus, there are expected to have some intrinsic errors.
For low volume accretions the LEWICE result matches the experimental case rel-
atively well. Figure 6.20 shows the case with the lowest speed and smallest accretion
volume; both the maximum ice thickness and the spread of the ice match well in this
case. These results are also predicted well in the accretion model. In the next two
cases, Figures 6.21 and 6.22 both show LEWICE results that under predict volume
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Table 6.3: National Research Council of Canada icing experiments [3]
Case Temp. (◦C) Airspeed (m/s) LWC (g/m3)
1 -5 30.5 m/s 0.40
2 -5 30.5 m/s 0.78
3 -5 30.5 m/s 1.20
4 -5 61.0 m/s 0.46
5 -5 61.0 m/s 0.78
6 -5 61.0 m/s 1.25
7 -15 30.5 m/s 0.40
8 -15 30.5 m/s 0.82
9 -15 30.5 m/s 1.23
10 -15 61.0 m/s 0.46
11 -15 61.0 m/s 0.77
12 -15 61.0 m/s 1.23
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Figure 6.20: Case 1 simulation results compared with experimental case at -5◦C, 30
m/s, 0.40 g/m3 for 5 minutes.
and show an accretion shape much more narrow than the experimental results. This
is more likely due to LEWICE’s inability to predict flow around the cylinder once ice
builds up past a certain degree from the leading edge. The accretion model slightly
over-predicts the volume, because it has under-predicted the amount of runback. Fig-
ure 6.22 does show a slightly higher volume of ice than 6.21 which is consistent with
the experimental results and logic since the LWC is higher. Runback is better pre-
dicted in the accretion model though does not flow back past the maximum collection
angle as is seen in the experimental result.
Case 4-6 simulations were run for the same set of conditions but at the experimen-
tal higher speed. For the first two the accretion shapes look much the same as cases
2 and 3, under-predicting volume and failing to show and accretion towards the top
and bottom of the cylinder. In case 6 shown in Figure 6.23, however, the prediction
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Figure 6.21: Case 2 simulation results compared with experimental case at -5◦C, 30
m/s, 0.78 g/m3 for 5 minutes.
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Figure 6.22: Case 3 simulation results compared with experimental case at -5◦C, 30
m/s, 1.20 g/m3 for 5 minutes.
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Figure 6.23: Case 6 simulation results compared with experimental case at -5◦C, 61
m/s, 0.46 g/m3 for 4 minutes.
while still off attempts to produce the wedge shape that is seen in the experimental
result. While the geometry of the wedge shapes are off, the thinning at stagnation
and the distance of the runback are well predicted in the accretion model.
The next set of experimental conditions were done at a colder temperature. This
should decrease runback and result in accretion shapes with the volume primarily in
front of the cylinder. This behavior is seen in Figure 6.24. Of the set of cases run,
the simulations best match the experimental accretion shape with almost perfect
matching except a small discrepancy where the ice shape ends.
In the next two cases, 8 and 9, the ice depth up-stream is well predicted but
the result fails with respect to the lack of continuity in the outer mold line. If the
cylinder is described by angle from the stagnation line, LEWICE has errors in its
solution of the accretion past 30 degrees. The accretion code predicts well for case 8
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Figure 6.24: Case 7 simulation results compared with experimental case at -15◦C, 30
m/s, 0.40 g/m3 for 5 minutes.
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Figure 6.25: Case 8 simulation results compared with experimental case at -15◦C, 30
m/s, 0.83 g/m3 for 5 minutes.
but has significant errors in case 9. This is due to the large accretion volume and the
temperature complexities that come from high ice thickness.
Though LEWICE is robust in its ability to adapt to large accretions and a large
range of meteorological conditions, it is unsuited for first level SUAS icing investiga-
tion. The software is not open and it is difficult to manipulate the physical drivers
with the changeable namelist files. Cylinder investigation specifically is unsuited for
LEWICE because of the substantial difference in flow.
6.3 Cloud Model 1
CM1 was able to provide an idea of the weather systems that may provide icing con-
ditions and provide likely parameters in those circumstances. Composite reflectivity
near the start and end of the simulation is shown in Fig. 6.27 (shown in dBZ). Fol-
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Figure 6.26: Case 9 simulation results compared with experimental case at -15◦C, 30
m/s, 1.23 g/m3 for 5 minutes.
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Figure 6.27: Composite reflectivity for CM1 simulation of supercell with location of
UAS for the OSSE at the start (left) and end (right) of the simulation, corresponding
with the development of the supercell.
lowing the approach of Keeler and Houston, UAS are placed within the simulation
domain at specific locations and times to provide the OSSE data, in this case for
LEWICE.Notional aircraft with representative paths for a fixed wing (OSU MARIA)
and a rotary wing (3DR Solo) are shown with potential representative mission profiles
for each.
Liquid water content and temperature are the two parameters that determine the
possibility of icing. The temperature most be below zero. Most examples of icing
occur when the liquid water content is between 0.2 and 1.8 g/m3 ). Figures 6.28 and
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Figure 6.28: Temperature values from the supercell simulation.
6.29 show the distribution of those values is a supercell system.
Icing possibility is isolated by identifying locations where the temperature and
LWC are both within the desired spectrum. In order to visualize this easily, the
points with positive icing possibilities are added in the horizontal direction. The
areas with zero value have no possibility for icing across the entire thickness of the
system and the highest values represent the greatest area of icing possibility. Figure
6.30 gives the icing spot analysis for this storm.
It can be seen that the icing area is a thin band within the storm with even smaller
spots that have a high chance of icing. More types of weather system would need to
be analyzed in order to ascertain the conditions in a true icing weather system.
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Figure 6.29: Liquid water content values from the supercell simulation.
Figure 6.30: Icing spot analysis for the supercell system. Above is overall system;
below is closer view of icing area.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusion
In the various experimental and numerical investigations completed, this study has
shed significant insight on SUAS icing. Flight test and a atmospheric model were
used to look into flight conditions. Experimental heat transfer results were used in
conjunction with a numerical ice accretion program written to suit SUAS. Figure 7.1
give on overview of way in which these two elements come together to model the icing
problem.
The flight test campaign was able to positively ascertain the presence of ice accre-
tion on small aircraft moving slowing at low altitude, Figure 7.2. Furthermore, one of
the flights resulted in an ice geometry driven by a flight flow field. This is important
because it demonstrates that low velocity accretion physics is altered by the wing’s
pressure distribution. The meteorological data gathered during the flight campaign
and the CM1 storm system analysis were able to give an expected range of conditions
for icing.
The bulk of significant work supported the cylindrical icing accretion program.
Extending the work done by Langmuir et al., a method was derived for determining
droplet collection efficiency, B0, as a function of angle past stagnation point. The
geometric representation of this function is shown in Figure 7.3; the derivative of y0
is B(θ).
A heat flux gauge was built and used to experimentally determine heat transfer
behavior in the SUAS Reynolds number range. The resulting model was able to
simulate ice accretion for both wet and dry icing conditions; an example is shown in
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Figure 7.1: A diagram of the SUAS icing problem and the ways in which it was
addressed.
Figure 7.2: Photograph of aircraft wing for Icing Flight 3.
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Figure 7.3: System of shapes developed in this study, described by Langmuir et. al.
[9].
. Because of some of the simplifications made in the ice thickness calculation, the
resultant geometries are expected to have some error. The work done with collection
efficiency and heat transfer advocate an accurate determination of the amount wet
vs. dry icing on each simulation. The results of the simulations show that in low
velocities a low level of accretion is likely. Wet icing will only form at temperatures
close to zero and relatively high liquid water contents. Even when wet icing is present
notable horn shapes are unlikely.
7.0.1 Future Work
There are some immediate goals for this research that will take place in the next few
months. These include extending the heat transfer tests on a vehicle with a robust
setup. Additionally, but this apparatus and the wind tunnel will be characterized for
free-stream turbulence. Once the environments are fully characterized, tests can be
completed under a finer range of angles past stagnation line.
Experimental verification should be undergone for the SUAS simulations pre-
sented. An icing wind tunnel would be the first step since SUAS cloud particle
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Figure 7.4: Ice accretion example at T=-2 C, 25m/s, and 1.2 g/m3.
instrumentation is currently unavailable. Such little experimentation has been done
at low Reynolds numbers that some physical baseline should be determined. The next
step would be model improvement including an improvement on the Messinger heat
balance method and an update making the model capable of greater icing times.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix
A.1 Rotary Wing Test
Before the SUAS flight campaign was undertaken, minor icing was encountered on a
routine atmospheric sounding with a 3DR Solo. The airframe was carrying two iMET
XQ sensors and was is estimated to have been in icing conditions for approximately
4 minutes. The icing on the blade is shown in Figure A.1 and flight details are shown
in Figure A.2. Unfortunately, it is impossible to know the parameters of the ice
accretion since the airframe was only carrying basic atmospheric sensors.
The icing flight campaign resulted in ice accretion in times of measured high
humidity and low temperature. The temperatures seen during successful accretion
range from -0.5 C to -4.5 C. The humidity levels at the time of accumulation were over
80. Though humidity is not a direct signifier of LWC, the correlation is consistent
and logical.
The results of the simulations are shown in Figure A.3. It can be seen that the
simulations have a distinct horn structure that was not seen on the actual propeller
blade. This could be due to to intrinsic fragility of the horn on such a small airfoil,
or it could simply be an error in atmospheric estimation. It is encouraging, however,
that the lower surface of the airfoil has a smooth ice structure for each of the runs.
This is evidenced in the photograph of the blade with the visible striations in a
pattern consistent with a rotating propeller blade. Additionally, the ice appears on
the trailing edge instead of under the leading edge. The simulation was run with an
alpha of 6 deg. which is the largest stable angle of attack in LEWICE. The propeller
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Figure A.1: Ice accretion on a Solo quadcopter with closeup of blade after flight.
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Figure A.2: Altitude and temperature data for the icing flight.
Figure A.3: Simulation representative of the icing encountered the Solo flight.
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blade however is at a higher pitch angle that varies extensively throughout the flight,
particularly in the climb and descent phases. Since it is not known at which portion
of the flight the icing occurred, we can only use the aggregate results for comparison
with the simulations.
A.2 Heat Transfer Data Reduction
%Seperate and Anaylze Wind Tunnel Runs 04/26/2019
Area=0.625*(0.0254^2); %sqin to m2
d=2*0.0254; %m
mu_a= 1.81*10^-5; %viscosity [kg/(m. s)]
voltage=5; %V
current=1.4; %amps
omega=5.6704*10^-8; %Wm^-2K_2
Tw=40+273; %K
Tt=24+273; %K
Ttc=Tt-273;
em=0.5; %emisivity
rho_a=1.225; %air density [kg/m^3]
P0=6.3*10^4; %kg/(ms^2)
Z=6.35*10^-3;
b=Z/4;
r=0.319^0.5;
Qrad=omega*em*Area*(Tw^4-Tt^4);
%% Station 0
%figure
%plot(T1S0)
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t0=NaN(length(timeS0),6);
for i=1:316
t0(i,:)=datevec(timeS0(i));
end
VS0=[3,7,11,13,15]; %m/s
Re0=NaN(5,1);
Tad=NaN(5,1);
for i=1:5
Re0(i)=rho_a*(d/2)*VS0(i)/mu_a;
Ps=P0-0.5*rho_a*(VS0(i)^2); %static pressure
C=0.2*(rho_a*VS0(1))^2*(286.91/(1.4*9.81));
Ts=(-1+(1+4*C*Ttc/(Ps^2)))/(2*C/(Ps^2));
Tad(i)=Ts+r*(Ttc-Ts);
end
runt0=NaN(5,6);
for i=1:5
runt0(i,:)=datevec(rt0(i));
end
Temp1S0=NaN(23,5);
Temp3S0=NaN(23,5);
Q10=NaN(23,5);
Q30=NaN(23,5);
for j=1:5
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k=1;
for i=1:length(timeS0)
if t0(i,4)>=runt0(j,4) && t0(i,5)>=runt0(j,5) && t0(i,6)>=0
Temp1S0(k,j)=T1S0(i);
Temp3S0(k,j)=T3S0(i);
Q10(k,j)=Q1S0(i);
Q30(k,j)=Q3S0(i);
if k == 23
break
end
k=k+1;
end
end
end
sum1=zeros(5,1);
sum3=zeros(5,1);
fr01=NaN(5,1);
fr03=NaN(5,1);
for j=1:5
for i=1:23
sum1(j)=sum1(j)+Q10(i,j);
sum3(j)=sum3(j)+Q30(i,j);
end
fr01(j)=sum1(j)*2/58;
fr03(j)=sum3(j)*2/58;
end
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QEI1=NaN(5,1);
QEI3=NaN(5,1);
h01=NaN(5,1);
h03=NaN(5,1);
Nu01=NaN(5,1);
Nu03=NaN(5,1);
Nu01_R=NaN(5,1);
Nu03_R=NaN(5,1);
h1=NaN(11,5);
h3=NaN(11,5);
for i=1:5
QEI1(i)=voltage*current*fr01(i);
QEI3(i)=voltage*current*fr03(i);
end
con=0.370; %W/mK
Qgap=zeros(5,1);
for i=1:5
for j=1:10
h1t=round(h01(i),2);
h01(i)=(QEI1(i)-Qrad-Qgap)/(Area*(Tw-Tt));
h03(i)=(QEI3(i)-Qrad-Qgap)/(Area*(Tw-Tt));
h3(1,i)=h03(i);
h1(1,i)=h01(i);
Nu01(i)=d*h01(i)/con;
Nu03(i)=d*h03(i)/con;
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Nu01_R(i)=Nu01(i)/(Re0(i)^0.5);
Nu03_R(i)=Nu03(i)/(Re0(i)^0.5);
if h1t ==round( h01(i),2)
break
end
a=0;
for i=1:10000
a=a+0.01;
if round(h03(i)/(1000*con))==round(a*tan(a*Z),2)
break
end
end
Qgap=2*h01(i)*(40-Tad)*0.0508*(tan(a*Z)*tanh(a*b))/((a^2+x1^2)*Z+x1);
end
end
-Code repeated for each station 0-10-
%%
Nu_R1=NaN(6,5);
Nu_R3=NaN(11,5);
for j=1:11
for i=1:5
% Nu_R1(j,i)=(d*h1(j,i)/con)/(Re0(i)^0.5);
%Nu_R3(j,i)=(d*h3(j,i)/con)/(Re0(i)^0.5);
Nu_R3(j,i)=(d*h3(j,i)/con);
end
end
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for j=6:11
for i=1:5
Nu_R1(j-5,i)=(d*h1(j,i)/con);
% Nu_R3(j,i)=(d*h3(j,i)/con)/(Re0(i)^0.5);
end
end
%angle1=[45; 36; 27; 18; 9; 0; 9; 18; 27; 36; 45];
angle1=[ 0; 9; 18; 27; 36; 45];
angle2=[0; 9; 18; 27; 36; 45; 54; 63; 72; 81; 90];
figure
scatter(angle1, Nu_R1(:,3));
hold on
scatter(angle2, Nu_R3(:,3));
hold on
plot(deg,re3)
axis([0 90 0 100])
grid on
title(’Nusselt number distribution Re=18,900’);
xlabel(’Angle from Stagnation Point, deg.’)
ylabel(’Nusselt Number’)
legend(’Gage 1’,’Gage 2’)
figure
scatter(angle1, Nu_R1(:,4));
hold on
scatter(angle2, Nu_R3(:,4));
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hold on
plot(deg,re2)
axis([0 90 0 100])
grid on
title(’Nusselt number distribution Re=22,300’);
xlabel(’Angle from Stagnation Point, deg.’)
ylabel(’Nusselt Number’)
legend(’Gage 1’,’Gage 2’)
figure
scatter(angle1, Nu_R1(:,5));
hold on
scatter(angle2, Nu_R3(:,5));
hold on
plot(deg,re1)
axis([0 90 0 100])
grid on
title(’Nusselt number distribution Re=25,800’);
xlabel(’Angle from Stagnation Point, deg.’)
ylabel(’Nusselt Number’)
legend(’Gage 1’,’Gage 2’)
A.3 SUAS Ice Accretion Code
%Steady State Heat Balance
%qc+qe+qv+qk+qf+qfr+qw+qwr=0
%% Inputs from dy0 code
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Theta=71.1604;
theta_m=Theta*(pi/180);
Beta_0=0.7653; %fractional collecton efficienct
Em=0.6471;
Ej=Em;
pi=3.1459;
R=1;
%
x_a=sec(theta_m);
x_b=x_a-Beta_0*(x_a-1);
% %from solidworks
% %x_c=0.73464;
x_c=0.7326;
R2=x_b-x_c;
%% To get beta
Betai=zeros([90 1]);
angle=zeros([30 1]);
dth=theta_m/30;
i=1;
th=0;
while i<=90
if th<theta_m
gamma=atan(sin(th)/(x_a-cos(th)));
dgamma=((1+(sin(th)/(x_a-cos(th)))^2)^-1)*(cos(th)*(x_a-cos(th))-(sin(th)^2))/((x_a-cos(th))^2);
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%gamma=0;
phi=pi-gamma-th;
dphi=-dgamma-1;
l=sqrt(R^2+x_c^2-2*R*x_c*cos(th));
dl=((1/2)*(R^2+x_c^2-2*R*x_c*cos(th))^(-1/2))*(2*R*x_c*sin(th));
phi_1=asin(x_c*sin(th)/l);
dphi_1=((1-((x_c/l)*sin(th))^2)^(-1/2))*x_c*(cos(th)*l-sin(th)*dl)/(l^2);
alfa=asin(l*sin(phi-phi_1)/R2);
dalfa=((1-((1/R2)*l*sin(phi-phi_1))^2)^(-1/2))*(1/R2)*(dl*sin(phi-phi_1)+l*cos(phi-phi_1)*(-dphi_1+dphi));
dy_0=R2*cos(alfa-gamma)*(dalfa-dgamma);
else
dy_0=0;
end
%th=th*180/pi;
angle(i)=th*180/pi;
Betai(i)=real(dy_0);
th=th+pi/180;
i=i+1;
end
figure
plot(angle, Betai)
% title(’Deposition Efficiency on Cylinder, Case 1 ’)
% xlabel(’Theta(degrees) from Stagnation Line’)
% ylabel(’B_{theta}’)
% grid
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%%
%Inputs
Dc=0.025; %cylinder diameter[m]
U=30; %freestream velocity[m/s]
ta=-4; %freestream air temperature[Celcius]
tsi=0; %accretion surface temperature[Celcius]
w=0.8*10^-3; %liquid water content [kg/m^3]
rho_a=1.225; %air density [kg/m^3]
rho_I=890; %ice density [kg/m^3]
mw=18.2/28.97; %ratio of molecular weights of water vapos and dry air[(g/mol)/(g/mol)]
lv=2.3*10^6; %latent heat of vaporization [J/kg]
%From Addy 2000, 10 psig
P0=6.3*10^4; %kg/(ms^2)
P=P0-0.5*rho_a*(U^2); %static pressure of the freestream
cp=1006; %specific heat capacity of dry air [J/(kg*K)]
lfs=3.34*10^5; %latent heat freexing at ts [J/kg]
cw=4.27*(10^3); %average specific heat [J/(kg K)][m^2/s2 K}
ka=0.571; %thermal conductivity of airstream [W/(mK)]
mu_a= 1.81*10^-5; %viscosity [kg/(m. s)]
Pr=(cp)*mu_a/ka; %prandtl number
D=24*10^-6; %mass diffusivity [m^2/s]
Sc=mu_a/(rho_a*D); %Schmidt number
tsr=0;
Re=Dc*rho_a*U/mu_a;
%Betai=Beta_0;
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%ea=(a0+ta*(a1+ta*(a2+ta*(a3+ta*(a4+ta*(a5+a6*ta))))))*10^-2;
ea=610.78*exp(17.625/(ta+243.04));
est=610.78*exp(17.625/(tsi+243.04));
na=ones(90,1);
lth=zeros(30, 1);
ifl=zeros(30,1);
th=0;
tsa(1)=-1;
Rwr=0;
i=0;
n=1;
limit=round(Theta/3,1);
for i=0:90
nr=n;
if i>0
Rw=Betai(i)*w*U; %droplet mass flux
else
Rw=Beta_0*w*U;
end
%Functions of theta
rc= 0.75+0.25*cos(2*th); %local recovery factor
%Rw(i+1)=Betai*w*U; %droplet mass flux
%Rwr=(1-nr)*(Rw+Rwr);
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Nu=Re^0.4*(1-(2*th/pi)^3);
h=(ka/Dc)*Nu; %heat transfer coeff
%Flux Equations
qv=(h*rc*U^2)/(2*cp); %aerodynamic heating
qk=(1/2)*Rw*U^2; %kinetic energy flux
%if tsa(i+1)<0
% n=1; %fraction of accreted mass, 1 if ts<0
qf=Rw*lfs*n; %latent hf due to freezing impinging water
qfr=Rwr*lfs*n;
qc=h*(ta-tsi); %sensible heat flux
qe=h*((Pr/Sc)^0.63)*(mw*lv/(P*cp))*(ea-est); %transfer of latent heat due to evap.
qw=Rw*cw*(ta-tsi); %sensible hf btwn accretion and impinging
if i==0
syms n
ns=vpasolve(qc+qe+qv+qk+Rw*lfs*n+qw==0, n, [-1 1]);
nf=double(ns);
na(i+1)=nf;
elseif i==1
Rwr=(1-na(i))*(Rw+Rwr);
syms n
ns=vpasolve(qc+qe+qv+qk+Rw*lfs*n+qw+0.5*(Rwr*lfs*n+Rwr*cw*(ta-0))==0, n, [-1 1]);
nf=double(ns);
na(i+1)=nf;
else
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Rwr=(1-na(i-1))*(Rw+Rwr);
syms n
ns=vpasolve(qc+qe+qv+qk+Rw*lfs*n+qw+(Rwr*lfs*n+Rwr*cw*(ta-0))==0, n, [-1 1]);
nf=double(ns);
if nf > 0 && nf < 0.61
na(i+1)=nf;
else
na(i+1)=nf;
break
end
end
end
%Icing Flux
dt=300; %seconds
for i=1:90
if i>1
Rw=Betai(i)*w*U; %droplet mass flux
Rwr=(1-na(i-1))*(Rw+Rwr);
else
Rw=Beta_0*w*U;
Rwr=0;
end
ifl(i)=100*na(i)*(Rw+Rwr);
lth(i)=2*ifl(i)*dt/rho_I/(1+(1+4*ifl(i)*dt/(rho_I*Dc))^0.5); %Local icing thickness wrt theta
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th=th+pi/180;
end
figure(1)
plot(lth)
ang=NaN(360,1);
ang(1)=0;
for i=2:360
ang(i)=ang(i-1)+0.0175;
end
angle=ang*180./(2*pi);
r=ones(size(angle));
xp=r.*cos(ang);
yp=r.*sin(ang);
ri=r;
scale=1;
for j=1:90
ri(j)=r(j)+lth(j);%.*scale;
ri(361-j)=r(j)+lth(j);
end
xi=ri.*cos(ang);
yi=ri.*sin(ang);
figure(3)
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polarplot(r)
hold on
polarplot(ri,’-r’)
hold off
ax = gca;
d = ax.ThetaDir;
ax.ThetaZeroLocation = ’left’;
ax.ThetaColor = ’k’;
saveas(gcf,’icing.png’)
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